ULTIMATE WARRIOR

The most powerful force in the field.

Spartan unleashes the industry’s toughest jetter. The Ultimate Warrior brings you all the features of Spartan’s revolutionary Warrior - a fully enclosed, sound-dampening fiberglass body, 4,000 PSI @ 18 GPM, and a patented 180° pivoting hose reel with optional four-function remote control in a dual axle configuration with a towable capacity of 600 gallons. And that’s not all. The unit’s clean finish allows for customization with your company’s logo and colors, allowing you to easily transform the unit into your company’s mobile billboard.

**SPECS**
- Pipe sizes: 4" - 24" diameter
- Pressure: 4,000 PSI
- Flow: 18 GPM
- Standard hoses: 500' of 1/2" high-pressure cleaning hose; 100' of 5/8" rubber supply hose; 75' of 1/4" trap-cleaning hose
- Weight: 4,920 lbs. empty; 9,900 lbs. full
- Size: 191" L x 73" W x 74" H
- Engine: 74-HP, electronically controlled turbo diesel
- Nozzles included: one penetrator and one closed stainless steel nozzle
- Warranty: (1) year limited warranty

All Spartan trailers are certified fully compliant by the National Association of Trailer Manufacturers.

**FEATURES**
- Triplex ceramic plunger pump delivers 4,000 PSI @ 18 GPM
- Electrically controlled pump pulsation for maximum cleaning distance
- Patented 180° pivoting hose reel and controls, with variable speed hydraulic rewind
- Tier IV diesel engine meets all US emission standards
- 600-gallon water tank with integrated baffles allows unit to be towed while full of water
- Full system winterization with antifreeze recirculation
- Fully enclosed (and lockable) for the quietest large trailer jetter in the world
- Lift-up rear door provides sun and weather protection for operator
- Torsion dual-axle suspension with electric brakes
- Smart Pressure engine setting
- Top-mounted amber strobe light
- Manhole hose protection
- 75' of 1/4" trap-cleaning hose
- Shut-down protection for low water, low engine oil pressure and high engine temperature
- Wash-down gun and lance
- Pump engagement clutch enables engine to warm up without being engaged for longer pump life
- Lockable, sealed toolbox for holding jetter accessories
- Marine-grade gauges and battery enclosure
- Can be filled from hydrants or hose bibs
- Hose rewind guide pivots with reel

**SAFETY**
- Emergency stop button to manually shut down machine
- 12" nozzle anti-turn device
- Amber strobe safety beacon
- Bright colored 15 ft. leader hose
- Center, raised stop light

**OPTIONAL ITEMS**
- 3,000 & 4,000 PSI performance nozzle kits feature 5 nozzles including a genuine Warthog® nozzle for cutting roots
- Mobile hose reel for remote operation
- Stainless steel trap hoses in various lengths for ultra-flexible cleaning needs
- Foot pedal kit
- Jetter hose footage counter
- Venturi pump
- Remote control
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